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1.	 INTRODUCTION
In the literature '.here is considerable interest in the incorporation of
contextual information into classification, especially in the development of
methods for character recognition. Generally, one of two basic approaches
has been followed, the table look-up method or the Markov approach. The
table look-up method is based on the assumption that every word in the text
is selected from a known finite table. A. word of text is classified by com-
paring it with every word in the table having the same length and finding
the best match.
The Markov approach is based on the assumption that the true category of a
character is related in a probabilistic manner to the true categoric, of a
small number of surrounding characters. Its use leads to the estimation of
the probabilities of all possible pairs, triples, etc., of characters; i.e.,
transition probabilities from sample text.
Abend (ref. 1) derived optiwal procedures when a Markov dependence exists
between the states of nature, and Raviv (ref. 2) gives the results of applying
such procedures for the recognition of English text. Chow (ref. 3), using a
nearest-neighbor dependence method, obtained the structure and parameters
of a recognition network for patterns represented by binary matrices.
Use of contextual analysis in speech recogrition is considered by Alter
(ref. 4). Welch and Salter (re f . 5) present an algorithm for the incorpora-
tion of contextual information in the classification of picture elements
(pixels) in an image.
	 Ch-,ttineni (ref. 6) discusses the use of context with
the linear classifiers.
All of these approaches assume the availability of, or estimation from a
sample, the transition probabilities.
	 In the application of the above tech-
niques for classification of imagery data such as that obtained in remote
sensing, it is difficult to estimate the transition probabilities; and very
often they vary from one image to the other.
^_	
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This paper presents a simple model for the transition probabilities in terms
of a single parameter 0 and presents methods for the incorporation of contex-
tual information into classification in terms of 0. Techniques for locally
estimating 0, based on clas-,ifier decisions and using a maximum likelihood
method, are developed. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a model for the transition probabilities. Section 3 dis-
cusses the incorporation of context into classification. Section 4 develops
techniques for locally estimating the parameter of transition probability
model using the maximum likelihood method. Section 5 presents conclusions.
Appendix A develops some results for estimating the parameter of transition
probabilities under the asst-mption of different transition probability models
for horizontal and vertical neighbors. Appendix B presents a multitemporal
interpretation of the techniques developed in the paper for remote sensing
applications by minimizing the registration errors and incorporating ,,Ontext
into classification.
2. A MODEL FOR REPRESENTING TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
Let i and j be the neighboring picture elements (pixels) with pattern vectors
X i
 and X  and class labels w  and G)j respectively. Let wi and wj take
values r and s. Let P(w = r) be the a priori probability of class r. 	 If it
is assumed that the labels of pixels i and j are independent, then
P(w i = r1wj = s; = P(w i = r)
and	 (1)
P(w i = rlwj = r) - P(w i = r)
Similarly, if it is assumed that the labels of the pixels i and j are com-
pletely dependent,
P(w =r(wj=s)=0
and
	
(2)
P(wi = r1wj = r) = 1
2
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Because generally a dependence exists between neighboring pixels, this
dependency is modeled through a parameter 0, which lies between 0 and 1 as
P(w i
 = rlwj = s) = (1 - 0)P(w i = r)
and	 (3)
P(w i = rIwj = r) = (l - 0)P(w i = r) + 0
where
0<0<1
	
(4)
From equations (1), (2), and (3), it is easily seen that, 0 = 1 denotes
complete dependence and that 0 = 0 denotes independence.
The following shows that this definition satisfies the postulates of prob-
ability. Let there be M classes. Consider that
	
M	 M
P(w. = r1w. = s) = P(w. = slw• = s) + L P(w. = rlw. = s)
	
r=1	 r=1
#s
M
(1 - 0)P(,) = s) + 0] + L (1 - 0)P(U) = r)
r=1
^s
= 1 - 0 + 0 = 1
thus satisfying the probability rule. However, it is to be noted that the
dependencies between the neighboring pixels can be modeled through some other
parameter; for example, by replacing 0 a	 a ^, then the dependencies depend
on a, 0 < a < ^, by replacing 0 =
	 e- g , then the dependencies depend
on C, -- < B <
	 This paper assumes that the spatial dependencies are
modeled according to equations (3) and (4).
3. CONTEXTUAL CLASSIFIERS
Using the transition probabilities model of the previous section, this section
develops methods for incorporating contextual information into the classifier
decision process.
3
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3. 1
 SPATIALLY UNIFORM CONTEXT
It is assumed that 0 holds hood for transition probabilities representation
in the neighborhood under consideration. Consider a neiqhborhood of pixels
shown in the following figure.
r-
X) ,^
t
V
X 3 • W3
3
Figure 1. Four neighbors of pixel 0.
The pattern vectors and class labels of these pixels are denoted by X i' Wi'
i = 0, 1, 2, •••, 4.	 Suppose that pixel 0 is under consideration. 	 Pixel 0
is classified into class i 0 on the basis of	 probabilities
PG)0
 = i O l' O , X l ,
	
Y. Let f = p(X 0 , X 1 ,	 X4). Consider the
following:
P('..0 • 10. 10. X1, ••
	X4)
L^	
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P(..0
	1
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X0 ,
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' X 11 .... y4 - 1
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X4)
M
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.4 = t 4 )v(Wp
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(5)
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Making an assumption that the probability density function of a pattern given
its label is independent of other labels and patterns, one can write the
following:
('	 4  U
	
Iv 	 1• ••	 -^	 I t 	C(lp .p	 IQ. . 1 	 1 .	 .^	 1 4 . 1 1 . ••	 t' ) F 1 1 , ... t4 "'0
	 10' •,	 ...,.1 1 •	 • - 14)
Pilo .0 • 1 0)P (4 1 .	 . l4 ,.0	 1U. `1 . 1 1 , ..	•4	 1,)
it	 J)	 (6)
Now consiaer
14)	 P(,. 0 • i 0 )P(W l
 . it' .. , -4 . 141°'0 . 10)
• P("0 • 1 0 )P(I 	1 1 ..0	 i0, .2 . 12, .... ,.4 	 1 4 )P(W2 • 1 2 , ..	
"4 . 141."0 • 10)
• P(.. 0 	 1 O )P(1. 1 	 1 !
. 0	 1 0 )P( '2
 • 1 2 ' . 0 • 1 0 , . 3 • 13, -4 • 1 4 )P( '3
	13, '°4 • 14"0 • 10)
4
P(-0
 • i0) 
R 
c'1 j : 
ij1"0 • I 0
	
(7)
Note that in equation (7), it was assumed that the labels of the pixels are
independent of the labels of the nonneighboring pixels. From equations (5),
(6), and (7), the following is obtained.
P(WO . i O )P(XO 1WO • i 0 ) M	 M	 M	 4
PlWO	
1 0 1X0
. Xl.	
4)	 D1 0	 ..., %^	
...
	
1 I 
p(l i l j	 j	 1	 J 0	 011 1	 Z 1	 4 1 j•1
P (WO • 1O)D(%0I W0 . 1 0 ) 4	 M
P T To. T, ..., X4T—.
	 ^(P(XjIW3 • 1 j ) P ( Wj IWp • i 0 )]	 ^f3)
j • 1 ij =1
However, the denominator of equation (8) can be written as
P( X 0 1 X 11 ...9 X 4 ) = Or ..., X4 )P(X O 'X 1 ,	 X4)
M
0 1 9	 X4)	 P(Xp, w0 = i O IX 1 ,	 X4)
10
M
p(Xl,	 X4)
 L0=1 
P(X01''0 = '0)P(")0 2 YX1,	 X4)
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Now consider
	
v(.
0
 . )
I ,
	
... 
t 4^	 f ... L " 1 0 , '0 . -1 ,
,1	 1	 14 .1
^	 M
(	 DIM	 X	 1	 ....
	
YP(.	 • 1
	
• 1
	
. I
Id,1
P (X I .	 Y•) fr ...	 ^t-^	 liyl:f.	 ^1)Pf	 Ipl
V
Hence, the following is obtained:
N	 N h
v(X°. X I 	.., X
4
) .	 P(XOIWO • I OM-0 • 10) 
	 v(I0-i • Ij)P(Wj , ' j , 0 • '°)	 ( 9 )
Cons ide
	
M	 M
	
D(X j IWj 	I j )P(Wj 	YW0 • , 0 )	 D(XIl(jj , I j )P(Wj • YWO ' 10) • D(XjIWj , 1 0 )P(Wj 	 1 0 1-0 	10)
	
1^ • t	 Ij•l
HO
M
• (1	 0)	 D(Xi1Wj	 t j )P(Wj 	I j ) • OP(X j IWj • 1 0 )	 (10)
Using equations (9) and (10) in equation (8), one gets
a
P(-. • I 0 )D( X O IWo • 1 0) n1(1-0)j P( X j IWj • ; j )P(Wj • tj 	 OD(XjIWj0
P(WO I O ' X O , X I , X Q ) M
	 --)-,- — ')-1^------
	—
P(WO • ^ O)PO 0 1-0 • ^0) 1 1 (1 - N) E D(X j 1Wj 	 I j )P(Wj • i j ) • OP(X j 1Wj 	 IO)
° •1	 j•1
	 IJ-1
4
D(WO 1 0 1X0 )	 (1 - o) • 0 -VFW
	''
P(WO ; 0 1 X 0 )	 0) • 0 ^--TOj-
'0` 1 	'j`1	
j TOj-
 (11) can be used to update the posteriori probabilities of the
classes of pixel 0 with the incorporation of contextual information. For
6
Fclassification of pixel 0, the decision rule becomes the following: decide
XO k:u)O = i 09 which maximizes g i , where
0
4
	
gl _ 
p(w0 
L 101X0) 
H	
	 0) + 0 PPw, = - i O I X )
0	 J=1
	
J	 0
3.2 SEQUENTIAL OR MARKOVIAN DEPENDENCE
This section considers the sequential or Markovian dependence between
neighboring pixels with the transition probabilities as described in sec-
tion 2 in terms of parameter 0. This sequential model can be used to
classify a pixel using contextual information as follows. Consider a
3 x 3 neighborhood of pixel 0, shown in figure 2.
C­1.0 3
6 4.5 J—)
Figure 2.— Illustration of 3 x 3 neighborhood.
	
Consider pixel 1.	 Its posteriori probabilities are updated using the infor-
mation from patterns of pixels 8 and 2 and similarly for pixels 7, 0, 3 and
6. 5, 4. Finally, the posteriori probabilities of the labels of the pattern
of pixel 0 are obtained using the ones of pixels 1 and 5. Now consider ,
 the
sequential neighborhood shown in figure 3.
X1 '	 X2'	
X3,	
Xn-1'	 Xn'	 `n+l'	
...
WI	 w2	 w3	 ran
	 wn+l
Figure 3.— Illustration of a sequential neighborhood.
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Assume that the posteriori probabilities p(w
n_1	 ilX l' ***' Xn-1)'
i = 1, 2,
	 M are known. Then the problem is to update the posteriori
probabilities of X  using the information from X n , X n+l , and X 1 , •••, Xn-1'
The following assumptions are made. Given the identification of the label of
the n-lth pixel, the label of the nth pixel does not depend on the patterns
of pixels 1, 2,	 n - 1.	 That is,
P(wn
	
k1wn-1 - J, Xl,	 Xn-1) = F(wn = k1wn-1 
a J)	 (12)
It is also assumed that given the identification of the label of a pattern,
its density does not depend on any other information. That is,
p(X n lwn = k, any other X or w) = p(X n lwn = k)	 (13)
With these assumptions, the contextual relations using sequential or
Markovian dependence are developed. Now consider
M
p(,,, • klX1 . •" . Xn_1) •	 D(-^
	 k ' Wn-1 • 1 1 1 , ••	 Xn,1)
1.1
M
P(W
n
 • klWn-1	 1. X 1 .	 Xn.1)DIWn 1
	
111 1
. .... Xn_1)
-1
M
P(Wn • klWn_1	 1)D(Wn-1 . 11X1. .... Xn_1)
,	 1
r
M P(W' k)
I
(W. 1 
- 
11^^	 k)D(Wn-1 . 11X 1' ... 	 Xn 1)
t•1
M
P(W^ • k)
n- 1
P(Wn-1 • Own • k )P(^n-1 • 11X 1 , ..
	 Xn_1)
1.1
/k
+	
n
Wes---^ P(Wn_ 1 • k lWn k )D(Wn-1 kill.	 Xn.i)
M	 P(Wn	 k)
pr n--,	 0 - 0)P(Wn-1 •	 D(Wn-i . 11X11 ""Xn_1)
,-I
Ok
F(W • k)
+	 Wnn 	 T	 0)F(4n-1	 k) • J1P(Wn_1	 kIX 1 .	 Xn 1)
M	 P(Wn • k)
( 1	 0)P(Wn	k)	 P(-n_1	 11X 1 .... Xn_1) ' 0	 -'	 --TT P(',n 1	 kIX 1	Xn_1)
1.1
• (1 - 0) P (Wn ' k) ♦ 0 
P(W
n
 k)
"---17P(Wn_1
	
kIX )
,
	 Xn 1 )	 (14
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Using similar arguments, one can write the following:
M
P(XnIXI,	
Xn-1) - AE P( Xn , wn = ijX1	 Xn-1)
i=1
M
P(X n IWn = i , X 1 , ... , Xn-1)P(wn = i 
I 
X l , ... , Xn-1)
i=1
M
P(X n k.,n = i )P( wn = i1X 1
, ..., X
n-1 ) 	(15)
i=1
Now the posteriori probabilities of the label of pattern X n
 are updated using
the information fro: pattern X  and patterns X 1 , X 2 ,	 Xn-1 as
P(wn - k. X 1 , ....
 xn. 1 . xn)D( Wn	 k)N 1 , ••	 xn-1' xn) 
p(xn jwn	k, x 1 , ..., xn_l)P(wn 	 k1X l ^ .... xn 1)P(xl, " " xn_1)
P(xn {w, - k )P(w
n 
- 
k1X l . .... Xn_1)
n(x n lWn 	 1 )P(W
n 
• 11X 1 , .... xn_1)
1^1
n 1	 P(wn ' kix n )P(Wn • k1x 1 ,	 x n -)1
Pte.	 P(^'n - i I xn)P(w
n
 - 11x 1 .	 Xn 1)
i=1
0 - O )P(w
n
 - k 1 Xn) • 0 (P(wn	 k1X n )D(Wn-1 - kix l . .... Xn _ 1 ) / P ( wn _ l - k)]
i(
1	 o)P(Wn . l Ix n ) + 0[P(Wn	 ;1xn)P(Wn_1
	
11x 1
. .... xn_1)/P(Wn_1
	
14
(16)
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The information in patterns X I , •••, X n in obtaining the label of pattern
Xn+l can be written as follows:
M
D( .,n
. l ' Jill. ...• In )	 DIWn•1 ' 1. %
	
til l , ..	 In)
^•1
M
^ ( "MI ' JIWn	1)Dlr^ • l^^l• ..	 In ) • ► (Wn.l ' JI••n	J)DI Wn	Jlil ..
,
	^^)
l•
^Ij
M
• (1 - UIPI n•1
	
J)	 DIWn	 ^l l l .	 In) • UD( Wn • Jill. ..	 In)
i•1
• 0	 ))P(re•1
	
J) • ND ( n . J111. ..	 I n )	 ( 17
Lor151der
M
P(Xn+IIXI,	
Xn) _ 2: P(Xn +l,
 "'n+1 = jlX l ,	 Xn)
j=1
M
()(X n+I IW
n+1 = .i)P( wn+l ' 3IXI.
	 Xn
	
(18)
j; 1
Using the patterns X 1 , X 2 ,	 Xn, X n+1 , one has
D(Wn • k 1 I l . ••	 In. In- 1)	 i D(Wn • k. "'n.l ' Jill. ..	 In. Xn.l)
^•1
N
D(I . , 1 ^ M	 t, wn . k. 11,	 Xn)D(Wm) . J 1 wn	 Il,	 h)D(,n . k. II'
	 In)
DT1^ l^ . n^••..YIT
M
iD(In.11Wn•l • J) P 'Wn.)	 J^ Wn	 kIP(Wn	 k^[1 ..
	 In)
.
J- 1 
	 - 	 (19)
D XM1 Xl. ..., XF
The numerator of equation (19) can be written as follows:
N
D(Xn•11Wn•1 • J)P(Wn. l ' jjwn • k)D(Wn . loll, .. . In ) * D( I n . l (Wn. l • k)D(Wn.l • k(Wn • k)D(Wn . k i l l.	 . In)
1.1
/k
M
- 11 - O1D(Wn • lol l .	 . In) F, D(In.liWml . J)P(Wn.+ ' J) • OD(Xn.1 lWn.l ' k)D(Wn • k1X l'	 ' I n d
	
(20)
j•1
10
L• 	
--	
- -
Now from equations (11), (18), (19), and (20), one obtains
M
0 - 0)0(W„ . klR,. ...• X")	 P(X"*1lW"., • J)P(W"•1 • J) 
• 0P(I!"•,^Wn•l
	
kIPIW" 	&11 1 . .... X")
1
D(." , lol ) , .. In' R no )
	
—	 — — ^--- ^--
y(R"^, ^"
".1 • m o - o) ►(W . .., • J) • nP (W" • ill,.... X"))
P(Wn	 klXn.l)
11
	 _	 r.^1 (21)
R
(1.1 •	 v(W"'^-qT- J ^ )ofW" 	,11X,.... X")
J-1
From equations (16) and (21), one obtains the desired result.
3.3 UNSUPERVISED MAXIMUM t IKELIH00D PARAMETER ESTIMATION
One of the methods of unsupervised learnin g or clustering is to assume the
component densities of the mixture density as normal with unknown means
and covariance matrices and to draw samples independently from the mixture
density and estimate the parameters of the mixture density using maximum
likelihood technique. Let -r = fX l ,	 X 
n 
I be a set of n unlabeled samples
that are drawn independently from the mixture density:
M
p(XIa) = E p(X1w = j, a j )P(w = j)
j=1
where n is a ^. *or of parameters of the mixture density and nj is a vector
of parameters of the jth component density. The likelihood of the observed
samples is, by U*,Jinition, the joint density,
n
P*00 
H 
P(Xklrl)
k=1
If p(Xlw = i) are assumed to be multivariate normal with the means u i and
covariance matrices F.., the equations for the local maximum likelihood
estimates u i , F. i , and P(w = i) under the constraints of 0 < P(w = i) < 1 and
M -
P(w = i) = 1 are given by the following (ref. 1).
i=1
nw - i) _	 P(w = i X k , cx i )
k=1
n
P(w
	 i (X k' 	 i )X ►.
k=1
n
k=1
P(u, = i X k , n i )[(X, - 11	 ( X k - 11i )1]
1	 J
P(w = i X k , ci i )
k=1
p(X k Iw = i, n i )P(w = i)
N
=1
eXP[-2(Xk - u i ) T ? i l (X k - t^ i )]1 , 	 = i)
- ^exi^ 1- 21 (X	 - tr.) T 	 F	 1(X3 	 k	 3	 J	 k	 3
=1
is technique to the clustering of images in the
imeters are updated after a split.-and-merge sequence.
involves the computation of the posteriors. The con-
ited in sections 3.1 and 3.2 can be used for updating
estimate r, of transition 1wobabi l i ties from the local
neighborhood using the techniques developed in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
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4. LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF PARAMETER 0
This section derives an expression for the likelihood function of patterns
X 0 9 X 19 X 2 , X 3 , X 4
 given the parameter 0 and obtains 0 by maximizing this
function.
4.1 NEIGHBORHOOD OF FOUR
Consider a local neighborhood of pixel 0, illustrated in figure 1. The
likelihood function of X 09 X 1 ,	 X4 given 0 can be written as follows:
r..	 ... 0,	
'0 	 r4• a	 14
..	 DL ^^. 1 1 ,	 , X4 1.	 ,	 ,	 1 4 .	 )P(	 1	
' P	,	 ' 4 1")
'4.1
Consider
„ X0 , X i . ..	 .,	 0 . 10. .... . 4	 1 4 .	 1	 PIX0 X1. ..., X4. .-0
 . 1 0 ,	 .4 • 14.
	 )C ( 'I'	 '4 . 0	 10. .. . 1	 1 1 , ..., W4	 1 4 .	 I
• PIX0 .0 • 10)P(XI Xt, .... X4. `0 • 10. ..1 . 11, .... -4 	 1 4 .	 )PIX?•
	
'4 
,0	 10.
	
'4 . 
• 4 .
(23)
To obtain equation (23), it was assumed that the probability density of a
pattern, given its label, is independent of any other information. Consider
p(.0 . 10.	 1 . 1 1 ,	 4 . 1 4 1.1) = P(. 0 	10 10)P(,. 1 	i 1 , .... . ,4	 1 4 1 .0 • 1 0 . 0)
• P(-. ,0	 1 0 )P(w 1 • 1 1 . 0 • 1 0 , _z	 1 2 . ••	 .,4 - 1 4 . 0)P(W2 = 1 2 , ••	 4 . 0	 ' 0 . 0)
4
N-0 • 10) 1 1 P("' • 1 ' jwo • 1 0 . 0)	 (24)
's1
The derivation of equation (24) is based on the assumption that the label of
a pattern is indpendent of the labels of the nonneighboring patterns. From
egjations (22), (23), and (24), the following is obtained:
P(X01 X 11	 X410) = E E ... F, j 1 v(Xjl,aj = i i ) v (W0 . i o)	 P(Wi = YWO - i o, 0)
1 0 = 1 i 1 =1	 i4=1 1j . 0	 j=)
EP(W0 = i 0 )P(10 1W0 = i0) E ... E Fl P(xj lW ` ij)P(Wj • Y WO = i o, 0 )	 (25)
i 0 = 1	 i)=1	 14=1 1j=1
13
OF PO(;ri QUALITY
^
► 	 -	 d..•^Selig.-	 -
Interchanging the product and the summations results in the following
expression:
M4	 M
P( X 0 . X ► ,	 X41k))	 E P(-O ' io)P(x0:" '0 • 1 0 ) r 	 E P ( X J i"rj • i J ) P(w j 	 i,)WO • io,1	 (26)
1 0 ► 	 J=I	 1J=1
4
sine H p(X i ) is inde pendent of 0, dividing both —des of the above equa-
j=0
tion by it and noting that the - Iriori probaC ^lties are independent of
pattern location, one obtains
P( X0 . X ) ,	 X41u)	 r1	 1 4	 M , . i .,. - i ;x )	 I
J-u
M	
4l^ P(w • i ^X•)
^-/ P( w 	i3ix0) 1 1 	 P(W - f ^W	 i 0 . 0)
i 0 = 1	 ^-t	 i.^l	 J
0
P(w	 i 0 1 X
 
)
M	 4	 M
'	 P("j	 (I Ix)
	 I
1 0 =1	 J 1	 IJ=t	 ^1	 J
L. P("' 2 i o l X O ) I^ it - 0) . 0 A^=_^ )^1' ^	 (27)
	
i	 oVI	 j' ► 	 1
Let
P(X , X19	 4 10)l0)L(0) = - 0 ^— 	 (28)
H p(Xj)
j=0
Expanding equation (27) yields
L(0) = (1 - 0) 4 + 0(1 - 0)'A + 02 (1 - 0) 2B + 03 0 - 0)C + 04 D	 (29)
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where
'	 Opr,.^ 0o^ 0) [v(W - 10 11 1 ) • P(W • l o ll? ) vlW	 1 0 11 3 ) • v(, . 101x4))
0
P(W • 10tx01
o?(	 1 ^ ) )^1^ • 'olxl)a(., . r o lxr • v( ` • iolx ► )v(W - 1 0 1 x 3 ) • v(w • '0111)v(W - 10114)
0
• P(W • 1olx,lr(W - 1 0 11 3 ) • P(W • 1 0 11i )11(W • 1 0 1110 • P(w • l o 1x 3 )v(,., • 10114)1
^I•	
101x0)
C	 F3(• , 101 (11 (W • 10 1 1 r)v(W • 1 ol xJ )v(.	 1 0 11 3 ) • P(.'- 1 0 1 x ► Iv( W • lolxzlv(W • 1oly
0
	
• v(^ - 1 0 11 1 1r1W - 10 1x 3 h,(.	 tol l 4 ) • No . 1 0 11,)P(W - 1 0 11 3 10(" - 1 o l y l
L^ 11(W1011010	 1 • ►
 P4	 101 [r(W • 101x ►
)vl" • folx ? )e(W • 1 0 1x 3 )11 1" • 1011411
0
To maximize L(1)), the derivative of L(h) is taken with respect to 0, and
the resulting expression is equated to zero. This results in
410 = a1)3 + b0^2 + co + d = 0	 (30)
acs
where
a= 4- ,) A f 4B -  4C+ 411,	 b= -12 + 9A -  E .1 + 3C
c= 12 - 6A + 2 a.	 d= -4 +  A
Equation (30) is a cubic equation with real coefficients; hence, it will
have either three real roots or one real root. and two complex roots. With
a change of variable (ref. 8).
Z=alp+b	 (31)
one obtains from equation (30)
Z3 + 311Z + G - 0
	
(32)
where
H = ac - h`
G = a 
2 
d - 3abc + 2c3`
	
(33)
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.;Wj
Let
p=2f-G+ G3
and	 (34)
q= ' [- G ►
'2	 s
 G + 4H I
The roots of the cuhic equation y 3
 - 1 = 0 are 1, -2 + 2 3 and J - --
If either of the imaginary roots is represented by u, the other is u 2 . That
is,
y3 - 1 = (y - 1)( y - u ) ( y - u2 )	 (J5)
Then the roots of equation (32) can be shown to be
Z1	 ^rp + .
11pz 2 = w Np + -H	 (36)
v
z3 = CO2 `y- +	 -H
The roots of equation (30), O i , i = 1, 2, 3 can thus be obtained from
equations (31) and (36).
The L(0) is a continuous function in 0. The 0 in the range 0 < 0 < 1, which
maximizes L(0), can be found using figure 4 (ref. 9).
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COMPUTE L(0) AND L(1)
COMPUTL
FIND THE ROOTS OF L-(0) = 0
ARE ANY
	
-*^^>	YES	 OF THESE ROOTS	 NO
IN [0, 1]?
DESIGNATE THL ROOTS
	
CHOOSE 0opt EQUAL
IN [0, 1], 0 1 , •••, Ok
	
TO 0 OR 1 DEPENDING
	
WHERE k IS EITHER	 ON WHETHER L(0) OR L(1) I^
1 OR 3
	
LARGER
CHOOSE oopt EQUAL TO 0 OR
1 OR 
o1 OR,	 0k, DEPENDING
ON THE LARGEST OF L(0), L(1),
L(©1), ..., OR L(Ok)
Figure 4. Procedure for finding 
oopt 
in the range 0 < 0 < 1,
which gives the global maximum for L(0).
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The Oopt of this section can be used with the spatially uniform context
algorithm presented in section 3.1.
4.2 NEIGHBORHOOD OF TWO
Consider a local neighborhood of pixel 0. illustrated in figure 5.
x l	
X 
	
X2
1	 0	 2
Fiqure 5.
	 Two neighbors of pixel 0.
Let
P(X09 X 1 1 X21C')
	
L(0)  =	 (37)-- ^---- --
fl p(X;)
J=O
Using similar arguments as in section 4.1, not obtains an expression for
L(0) as follows:
L(0) = (1 - 0) 2 + 0(1 - O)A + G 2 ;	 (38)
where
M	
p(w = iOIXO)
A =	 P^w = i ---[P ( Ck, = i O { X l ) + p(w = iOlx2)]
i 0 	
and
MQ = E 	 0 0) [P(w = ;01I x ) p (w = ;0 Ix 2 )]
0i =1	
p2 ( w = i0)
Taking the derivative of L(0) with respect to 0 and equating the resulting
expression to 0 yields
DL(0) = 2(0 - 1) + (1 - 20)A + 20B = 0
	 (39)
I f1
The root o  of equation (39) is (liven by
ca l — 1—^ + B]1	 2 -_ A_	 (40)
Because L(0) is a continuous function of 0, the optimal value of 0, 0opt
in the range 0 < copt < 1, which gives maximum value for L(0), can be found
using a procedure similar to that given in figure 4. The O opt can then be
used with the sequential contextual algorithm presented in section 3.2.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the problem of incorporating contextual or spatial
information into classification. The dependencies between neighboring
patterns are modeled through a single parameter 0, which describes the tran-
sition probabilities of the classes of the neighboring patterns.
Expressions are derived for updating the posteriori probabilities of the
classes of the pattern under consideration using contextual information both
for a spatially uniform contextual model and for sequential or Markovian
dependencies between neighboring patterns. A likelihood function for the
patterns in the neighborhood of the pattern under consideration, given the
parameter 0, is derived, and the optimal value of 0 can be obtained by
maximizing the likelihood function.
The techniques presented in this paper can be used for the incorporation
of contextual information both for supervised eiid knsupervised classifica-
'ions.	 Incorporation of context in unsupervised learning or clustering by
using maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of a ir.ixture density
with the component Gaussian densities is briefly described.
Instead of using one parameter 0 in the neighborhood of the pattern under
consideration, as shown in appendix A, transition probability models with
different parameters can be used. The techinques, as shown in appendix B,
can be extended for multitemporal or time-varying situations such as those
encountered in remote sensing.
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The procedures develoj^ed for a local neighborhood estimate of o can be used
under some other modeling of transition probabilities as long as the transi-
tion probability modeling satisfies the probability postulates. For example,
L can be replaced with—+a where a lies between 0 and - or with e I
where B can be between -- and
	 1 + e-^
20
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APPENDIX A
ESTIMATION OF TRANSITION PROBABILITIES WITH DIFFERENT
PARAMETERS IN THE LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD
This appendix develops some results for estimating the parameters of transi-
tion p.obabilities under different models for horizontal and vertical neigh-
bors. Let 0 H and 0 be the parameters of transition probability model for
horizontal and vertical neighbors respectively. For the local neighborhood
illustrated `n figure 1, consider the following equation from section 4.1:
WO O X 1 , .... x416)L M . L(aH,
 0V ) 
_ ,- --,f
II P(xj)
j=0
p(..	 i 0 ^X0 )	 (1 - eV ) + PV	 P w _0^0,	 ^ 0 - f ^ H ) + aH P w •0 ^
i0=1	 I	 1 Ij il 	 1
t4	 03
(1 - IN) 2 (1 - eH)2 + (1 - 0V ) 20 - aH ) aHvH + (i - 60202aH
+ (1 - a V )J V (1 - aH ) 2
."
V
 + (1 - aV )()V (1 - OH )aH°VH + ( 1 - 006V0Ha8VH
i^(1 - )3H ) 2RV ♦ 02 (1 
- 
oH )aH°^HV + aVeHFVH
where
M p(w = i01X0)
^H =	 - pT,_= j_0T_1P(w = i 0 IX 2 ) + p(w = i0IX4)J
i0=1
p(w = i0IXO)
IjH	 2 -	 —{P((" = i 0 I X 2 )P( w = iO'Xa)]
i =1	
P ( w = i0)
U
A-1
(A - 1)
:-"A
AV
	
M
E—Puw--1XI)
P(W = 101X0)
= i0 	 P(w - i 	 P(w = i03Ix )]
0
^V
	
	 E
M p(I,, = i01XO)
P2 
GI
 X io) 	 ; O i X I )P(w - 
'01Y]J
i
0
 =10}
M P(2 = iOl''
	
CL	
--40" = i IX ) + p(W = i IX )][P(w = i IX ) + p(w - i IX )]
i0=1
Vh L	 (w = i0)	 0 1	 0 3	 0 2	 0 4
W m 1 0 1X 0 )R(
^VH	 V"
 
P4 (W	 i ) (P(W - i 0 1 X 1 )P( w = i O I X 3 )][P( w = 1 O I X 2 )P(w = '01 X4)]
i 0 = 1 	 0
	
cxs
	
ML
i 0 =1	 0
p(W = iOIX^ jp(W
	0HV	 P3(W =
	
= i IX
2 ) + P(("' = i04I X )11P( w = i 0 IX 1 )P(u,	 i03I X ))i)
M p(w = i  
	
OLG
	
= L	 3	 0110 ) jp(() = 1 0 1X 1 ) + P( w = i 0 I X 3 ) ! [P( w = i O I X 2 )P( W = 101X4))
0
To determine 
0  
and 0H that maximize equation (A-1), one takes part .J deri-
vations of equation (A-1) with respect to 0 V and 
0  
and solves the resultirq
equations for .,V and 6 H . Taking the partial derivative of equation (A-1) with
respect to 6 V , equating the resulting expression to zero, and solving for 0
one obtai,
2
	
8 V
 = (112) a N2^2 + aNl
©H
 + aNO	 (A-2)
a D2 t^ H + a Dl
©
H + aDO
A-2
where
aN2 = 2 - 2N + 2 =H - 1V + NH - ONH
a N 1 =-4+2:-tH+2AV
	 7VH
a }ro = 2 __ ^V
a D2	 1 - aH + R 	 nV + 
`''VH - aPVH + N - "NV + NH
a Dl = - 2 + a  + 2(1V
 - aVH - 
2P  + asHV
a DO = 1 -`IV+6V
Similarly, taking the partial derivative of equation (A-1) with respect to 0H,
equating the resulting expression to zero, ind solving for P H , one obtains
2
H = (112) bN2r2 + bN10V + bNO	 (A-3)
bD2AV + b D1 IV + bD0
A hE I' t'
bN2 = 2 - aH - 
2aV + aVH + 26  - a6HV
bNl = -4	 2(xH + 2aV - `"VH
bNO = 2-aH
bD2 = 1 - aH 
+ 6H	 aV + aVH - aav l ; + 6V - aPHV + PVH
bDl = -2 + 2,x H  - 2a  + aV - 
aVl1 + 2t^VH
b DO = 1 - aH+PH
Substituting for 0V from equation (A-2) into (A-3) results in a fifth-order
algebraic equation whose roots can be obtained by numerical methods !refs. 10
and 11). Let the resulting roots be O Hr (i), i = 1, ---, 5.	 From equation
(A-2), one then obtains the corresponding values for ^^ Vr (i), i = 1, ---, 5.
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A-4
COMPUTE L(dd, i = 1 1	4
COMPUTE 30
	 JLH	 V
SOLVE FOR THE SOLUTIONS
OF EQUATIONS (A-3) AND
	
(A-4), TU r (i), i = 1,	 5
DO ANY OF THE
YES	
COMPONENTS OF tjr(i),
-
	
	 = 1, --•, 5 LIE INSIDE
THE INTERVAL. [0. 1
NO
DESIGNATE THE ROOTS
WHOSE COMPONENTS LIE
BE TWEEN [0, 11 AS
Ti , i - 5, 6,	 4 + k, k , 5.
CHOOSE ,iopt AS S i FOR WHICH
L(di ) >- L(6j)
j = 1 ,
 2,	 4 + k
#i
CHOOSE 
opt 
AS
d i , WHERE
L(Ti ) ' L(bj)
j=1,	 4
#i
Figure A-1.— Procedure for finding 0 opj q which gives a
global maximum of L(0).
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APPENDJX B
MULTITEMPORAL INTERPRETATION OF CONTEXT
This appen;;ix gives a multitemporal interpretation of the theory developed in
the paper for applications in remote sensing. In remote sensing, the sensor
system usually me'-es several passes over the same ground area and acquires a
set of data for each pass or acquisition. These passes are registered, and
classification is performed on the registered data. It is assw^led that there
are r acquisitions. For the pixel under consideration, in each acquisition
a data vector X i , i = 1, 2,	 r is acquired. Suppose that the acquisitions
2,	 r are registered with respect to acquisition 1. In registration,
errors are encountered. Let the classifier be trained on the data from these
individual acquisitions, obtaining the probability density functions
p(Xj 'o = i), i = 1, 2, •	 M. The following paragraphs discuss the applica-
tion of the theory developed in the paper in obtaining the label of the pixel
under consideration using data X i , i = 1, 2,
	
r and by minimizing the
effect of registration errors and incorporating the context. The pixel is
classified using the decision rule: Classi fy it class w = j if
P(w = j1X i ,	 Xr) ' P( w = i!X I ,	 Xr)	 (a-1)
i = 1, 2,	 M
#i
The registration errors are assumed to be mrdeled through the model for tran-
sition probabilities given in equations (3) and (4). Since p(X l ,	 Xr%
is independent of i, equation (B-1) is equivalent to classifying the pixti
as w = j if
P(w = i )P( X l ,	 Xr1(<) = j)	 P((,^ = i )P(X l ,	 Xr1 w =	 )	 (S-2)
i = 1, 2, •••, M
#i
Q-1
From the theory developed in the paper, one has
..	
• ^)	 ` ...	 P(xl, W 1 • I ) , ...	 ^^.	 it	 : J)
	
i I . 1	 ,r•I
	
M	 M	 M
1 ,2•i
M	 r	 r
D(x (..	 1 Il D(.	 1 ^ W	 11 nPf
.)	 .	 1 IW	 1 )^	 1 1	 1	 1	 ?	
}	 J 1	 1
	
, l •I	 ,^ I	 J•1	 j.
	
A	 r	 M
D(xj ^Wl 	 I I ) P (- I 	 , l )	 P(xj'.^	 I J )P(WJ 	Ijj.1 . ill
	
M	 r	 M
P( x J 1 , 1 • 1 I )P( W1 • 1 1 1 (] '1	 ..)	 P(xt	 I}IW' • I J ) • eP(xJ(Wj
	
1	 j•2	 ij.1
The f(_llowing assumpti^ns are made in the derivation of equation (B-3). The
density function of X, given its label identification is independent of any
other information.	 The 6,, = i l l the class of X l , does not depend on the
label of ,-ombined data, X 1 ,	 Xr. Because the acquisitions 2, 	 r are
assumed to be registered with respect to the first acquisition, the transi-
tion probabilities are assumed to obey
P(w
i
 = i
i 
jw l = i 1 , any other w) = P(w
i
 = ij1wl = il)
Using arguments similar to the ones in sections 4.1 and 4.2, one can write
the likelihood function of X 1 , X2,	 x  given ;) as
D(x l , x 2 , .... xr1e)	 1 w	 M
—	 r	 —	 r	
r	 P(xI. .'I • 1I.	 xr• , r . Ir k. )
n 
P(xj)	 n P(xj)	 (.^ ...
J=l	 J•1	 r
N	 N
	
• r _! —	 ...	 I I 1 D(xJ (t. j • I j )j P(.,2 = i 2, ..
n
,
	 i i -1	 tr l	 J,I
j•1
M	
1r
	
l
i 1
	
1	 1 1 1^
	
WYt J	 I11l	 l/ j`2
- ir1Wl • 1 1 , 9)D(,.1 • iI1i')
(B-4)
B-2
The 0 can be obtained by maximizing equation (B-4); it is used in equation
(B-3) in obtaining the label (,) = j of X l , Xr. It is to be noted that
this multitemporal interpretation can easily be coupled with the contextual
classification techniques developed in the paper.
B-3
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